Implication of p16 inactivation in tumorigenic activity of respiratory epithelial cell lines and adenocarcinoma cell line established from plutonium-induced lung tumor in rat.
To investigate whether p16 inactivation is involved in the development of rat pulmonary tumors, we compared the p16 status and tumorigenicity of cell lines which indicated different p16 status. The tumor cell line (PuD2) was established from lung adenocarcinoma induced in plutonium dioxide-inhaled rat in this study. The virus-immortalized SV40T2 cells, benzo[a]pyrene-induced BP cells, BP-derived BP(P)Tu cells, and gamma ray-transformed RTiv3 cells were utilized as the respiratory epithelial cell lines. A tumorigenicity assay-inoculating cells into nude mice revealed that PuD2, BP, and BP(P)Tu cells were tumorigenic, but SV40T2 and RTiv3 cells were not. Methylation-specific PCR of the p16 promoter region revealed that SV40T2 cells were unmethylated, BP cells displayed heterogeneous methylation, and BP(P)Tu and RTiv3 cells were completely methylated. Methylation-specific PCR and PCR of genomic DNA in the p16 region did not amplify product in PuD2 cells, indicating deletion of p16. Banded karyotypes prepared from PuD2 cells exhibited trisomy of chromosome 4, inversion in chromosome 11, and partial deletion of chromosomes 4 and 5. The demethylating agent 5Aza2dC partially demethylated the p16 promoter region of BP(P)Tu, BP and RTiv3 cells, increasing expression of the p16 transcript and decreasing growth of the cells. These results indicate that hypermethylation of the p16 promoter region occurs early in neoplastic transformation before acquisition of tumorigenicity in rat respiratory epithelium. Loss of genes located on chromosomes 4 and 5 may be important for tumor progression and acquisition of high tumorigenic activity in the Pu-induced rat lung tumor.